
Daddy Master & Edit Notes
ep 54 - a game of tomes



Daddy Master Notes
Agnitti’s crimes also attached to the Patreon post

NEW ITEM:

P&P BLOCK TAX FORM ADVANTAGE ON INTIMIDATION: THE FORMS SAY EXACTLY WHAT 
THE DADDIES WANT AT THAT TIME

Jodie DROPS HIS PHONE

You walk past four humanoid skeletons next to a dead goblin with its hands cupped together

Well Actually pissed at you, wants to fuck you over, he’s holding nick and jodie in the bard rock cafe at 
the other end of book castle. If anyone tries to harm the castle (or if I feel like it), Darryl’s hand will start to 
strangle him. 

WELL ACTUALLY’S

Correct the mistake, take no damage: identify the mistake, take half damage

-In the Ender’s Game saga, the first book, Ender’s Game tells the story of Ender Wiggins and the book’s 
sequel, Ender’s Shadow, follows his friend Bean. (The sequel is Speaker for the Dead, not Ender’s Shadow)

-In Herman Melville’s epic novel Moby Dick, the narrator, Ahab, ultimately dies while attempting to hunt 
the titular whale. (The narrator is Ishmael)

-In KA Applegate’s series Animorphs, a group of teens gain the power to morph into animals. If they stay in 
animal form too long, however, they are stuck as that animal for good. This is the fate of Tobias, who, early 
in the series, is permanently stuck in the form of a robin. (it’s a hawk)

-In the Goosebumps series by RL Stine, there are six Night of the Living Dummy stories. (three)

-The Game of Thrones series currently consists of five novels, with the sixth, The Winds of Winter, having 
been in production for at least ten years. (it’s A Song of Ice and Fire)

- In Catch-22, Joseph Heller’s critically acclaimed novel of the Korean War, the main character Yossarian 
ends the book by dodging a knife blow from a prostitute. (WW2)

- In Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, the titular doctor’s creation, known as Frankenstein’s Monster, strangles 
the doctor’s fiancee to death, inspiring the doctor to go on a quest for vengeance. (he’s called The Creature)

- Shadows of the Republic, a Star Wars novel by Kevin J. Anderson, takes place between episodes 5 and 6 of 
the Star Wars saga and see Luke, Leia, and a new character known as Dash Rendar tangling with the Black 
Sun crime syndicate. (written by Steve Perry)

- Beowulf is the first known book ever written. (Gilgamesh)

- The Bible tells the true story of God and the creation of the universe, as well as humanity’s past, present, 
and future. (God doesn’t exist in Scam Likely’s opinion, debate him on it, penn jilette once said)

- The title of “The Catcher in The Rye” is in reference to a fantasy held by the book’s protagonist, in which 
he runs through a rye field and catches rabbits with his bare hands. (It’s children, not rabbits)

- Infinite Jest is the greatest book of all time (Fight Club)
- Lord of the Rings is a three-book series by JRR Tolkein that chronicles an epic quest to destroy the One 



Episode Notes

Gonna try for a hybrid format now - a more generalized discussion of the episode, with “notable timestamps” 
at the end for anything that might need some specificity.

Anthony, in searching for alternate activities, sprang the idea of trivia tied to hit points, which hopefully 
drew from enough of a well-known set of titles that it was at least amusing for the listener’s at home to “play 
along.” These sort of quiz show/play along at home style audio programs have, of course, been around 
forever (“Wait, Wait Don’t Tell Me,” being maybe the most obvious example that springs to mind).

There was a bit of a retcon/finagle here in order to get Jodie’s anchor place (previously stated at the Bard 

Title and Intro Notes

Will once again with the episode title, a natural fit given both the Game of Thrones trivia and the book-
focused shenanigans. 

The intro was one we were sitting on a few weeks ago, taking the iconic (although perhaps not iconic 
enough for the bulk of our audience) Raging Bull scene where Robert DeNiro demands to know if Joe Pesci’s 
character had “fucked” his wife, and instead going in the “raise my son” direction. It was interesting to 
see how many people associated Pesci’s speech cadence style Jimmy was imitating as simply belonging to a 
“gangster movie.”

The audio was then processed to sound a bit more like a mono film track, which has a very distinctive sound 
that’s hard to imitate.

Audio Edit Notes 

Ring in the fires of Mount Doom. (it’s six books)

If they get fucked up badly enough, they get turned into DnD characters and sucked into the 5E book? If they 
don’t, they make it through with no problem i guess

Eventually they find jodie in the lobby of the Bard Rock Cafe, he and Nicholas are tied up, weighed down 
with copies of Absolute Watchmen

At the end, Mark Likely appears and tries to siphon the power of alignment shift from Jodie, but fucks up 
and everyone switches bodies.

Needs something more than just this... this is just, like, boring trivia. The price could be insane, certainly. If 
you fail, you lose permanent HP, or a limb, or something. Does the retcon something you care about? Take 
your items? I’ll rules lawyer you and prevent you from doing impossible things?

When they fought the library, darryl reacted more than once per turn to absorb 2d6 damage

Ron took six damage, Erin took nine damage

Not enough pain there. Something else. Maybe he does insane psychic damage to you and invokes a different 
mistake we made each time? Like, darryl didn’t eat the charleston chew, he threw it away, or his grandfather’s 
ring was shipped back to his fiance

Spells are meant to take components, which you do not use

Okay these are good, but is it just psychic damage? That they’re powerless to stop? That seems pretty shallow.
Does he turn them into stuff? Oh shit, does he try to turn them into their normal dnd classes, like “this is 
what you SHOULD be, your true nature”. If they get to zero hp, they turn into that. That’s fun.



Rock Cafe) to show up here at Book Castle. We felt that finishing up here and then continuing to yet another 
location for Jodie’s bits would likely be dragging things along unduly, so we say the Bard Rock Cafe is in the 
castle. If we were writing it out, odds are we’d simply make the anchor at “Book Castle” and ignore the Bard 
Rock Cafe entirely (especially as, given the momentum of the plot proceedings, a lot of the dumb jokes we 
might be able to make about yet another chain restaurant don’t really get a lot of air).

This episode features Beth dealing with an Invisalign lisp still (she’s back to her old voice pretty much 
immediately after this). 

It felt like there’d be a lot of explanatory wheel spinning without Jodie, so the section of the dads conversing 
gets a pretty heavy trim in favor of getting into the conceit of the episode faster. It ends up being about just 
over half of the total episode record was us outside.

The episode really starts to get into the swing of things with Goliath Darryl and Anthony (as Well Actually) 
editorializing about his book facts (as opposed to just asking book trivia). It feels like a fair trade in terms of 
this sort of trivia thing being a question of whether or not we play from our characters’ pools of knowledge 
or our own as the players. Darryl getting it wrong after a healthy dose of our knowledge intruding feels about 
right.

Timestamp Notes

50:12 - We were informed that the Starbucks in Barnes and Nobles are not, in fact, Starbucks but Barnes and 
Noble cafes who are licensed to serve Starbucks.

57:45 - Much better to not have a roll for this as it’s more fun to hear our crimes.

1:09:15 - My retelling of the origin story of Frankenstein is like only 50% correct (It was Byron it was some 
other insufferable dude). Fascinating story, regardless!

1:20:39 - Yes, Barbarians don’t wear armor. But Darryl did, so we’ll have it explode off his body at some point.


